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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

You develop and deploy an Azure App Service web app that connects to Azure Cache for Redis as a content cache. An
resources have been deployed to East US 2 region. 

The security team requires the from Azure Cache for Redis: 

The number of Redis client connections from an associated IP address. 

Redis operations completed on the content cache. 

The location (region) in which the Azure Cache for Redis instance was accessed. 

The audit information must be captured and analyzed by a security team application deployed to Central US region. 

You need to log information on all client corrections to the cache. 

Which configuration values should you use? 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

You are developing an Azure Function App. You develop code by using a language that is not supported by the Azure
Function App host. The code language supports HTTP primitives. 

You must deploy the code to a production Azure Function App environment. 

You need to configure the app for deployment. 

Which configuration values should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Docker container 

A custom handler can be deployed to every Azure Functions hosting option. If your handler requires operating system or
platform dependencies (such as a language runtime), you may need to use a custom container. You can create and 

deploy your code to Azure Functions as a custom Docker container. 

Box 2: PowerShell core 

When creating a function app in Azure for custom handlers, we recommend you select .NET Core as the stack. A
"Custom" stack for custom handlers will be added in the future. 

PowerShell Core (PSC) is based on the new .NET Core runtime. 

Box 3: 7.0 

On Windows: The Azure Az PowerShell module is also supported for use with PowerShell 5.1 on Windows. 
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On Linux: PowerShell 7.0.6 LTS, PowerShell 7.1.3, or higher is the recommended version of PowerShell for use with
the Azure Az PowerShell module on all platforms. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-functions/functions-create-function-linux-custom-image 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/azure/install-az-ps?view=azps-7.1.0 

 

QUESTION 3

HOTSPOT 

A company is developing a Java web app. The web app code is hosted in a GitHub repository located at
https://github.com/Contoso/webapp. 

The web app must be evaluated before it is moved to production. You must deploy the initial code release to a
deployment slot named staging. 

You need to create the web app and deploy the code. 

How should you complete the commands? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: group 

# Create a resource group. 

az group create --location westeurope --name myResourceGroup 

Box 2: appservice plan 

# Create an App Service plan in STANDARD tier (minimum required by deployment slots). 

az appservice plan create --name $webappname --resource-group myResourceGroup --sku S1 

Box 3: webapp 

# Create a web app. 

az webapp create --name $webappname --resource-group myResourceGroup \ 

--plan $webappname 
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Box 4: webapp deployment slot 

#Create a deployment slot with the name "staging". 

az webapp deployment slot create --name $webappname --resource-group myResourceGroup \ 

--slot staging 

Box 5: webapp deployment source 

# Deploy sample code to "staging" slot from GitHub. 

az webapp deployment source config --name $webappname --resource-group myResourceGroup \ 

--slot staging --repo-url $gitrepo --branch master --manual-integration 

References: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/scripts/cli-deploy-staging-environment 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

You need to configure the Account Kind, Replication, and Storage tier options for the corporate website\\'s Azure
Storage account. 

How should you complete the configuration? To answer, select the appropriate options in the dialog box in the answer
area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Account Kind: StorageV2 (general-purpose v2) 

Scenario: Azure Storage blob will be used (refer to the exhibit). Data storage costs must be minimized. 

General-purpose v2 accounts: Basic storage account type for blobs, files, queues, and tables. Recommended for most
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scenarios using Azure Storage. 

Incorrect Answers: 

BlockBlobStorage accounts: Storage accounts with premium performance characteristics for block blobs and append
blobs. Recommended for scenarios with high transactions rates, or scenarios that use smaller objects or require 

consistently low storage latency. 

General-purpose v1 accounts: Legacy account type for blobs, files, queues, and tables. Use general-purpose v2
accounts instead when possible. 

Replication: Geo-redundant Storage 

Scenario: Data must be replicated to a secondary region and three availability zones. 

Geo-redundant storage (GRS) copies your data synchronously three times within a single physical location in the
primary region using LRS. It then copies your data asynchronously to a single physical location in the secondary region. 

Incorrect Answers: 

Geo-zone-redundant storage (GZRS), but it would be more costly. 

Storage tier: Cool 

Data storage costs must be minimized. 

Note: Azure storage offers different access tiers, which allow you to store blob object data in the most cost-effective
manner. The available access tiers include: 

Hot - Optimized for storing data that is accessed frequently. 

Cool - Optimized for storing data that is infrequently accessed and stored for at least 30 days. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-account-overview 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-redundancy 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/blobs/storage-blob-storage-tiers?tabs=azure-portal 

 

QUESTION 5

DRAG DROP 

You are developing an application to retrieve user profile information. The application will use the Microsoft Graph SDK. 

The app must retrieve user profile information by using a Microsoft Graph API call. 

You need to call the Microsoft Graph API from the application. 

In which order should you perform the actions? To answer, move all actions from the list of actions to the answer area
and arrange them in the correct order. 
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Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Step 1: Register the application with the Microsoft identity platform. 

To authenticate with the Microsoft identity platform endpoint, you must first register your app at the Azure app
registration portal 

Step 2: Build a client by using the client app ID Step 3: Create an authentication provider Create an authentication
provider by passing in a client application and graph scopes. 

Code example: 

DeviceCodeProvider authProvider = new DeviceCodeProvider(publicClientApplication, graphScopes); 

// Create a new instance of GraphServiceClient with the authentication provider. 

GraphServiceClient graphClient = new GraphServiceClient(authProvider); 

Step 4: Create a new instance of the GraphServiceClient Step 5: Invoke the request to the Microsoft Graph API
Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/auth-v2-service https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/sdks/create-client 
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